Why The Shema of the Jews is
Destruction and Death for Gentiles
The letter Shin is the name of "god" in Hebrew. It's the Ha Shem in Hebrew: The
Shin. This is where the name Shema comes from and why it's one of the most
important names of YHVH which is the Jewish Race in the Torah.
In the Jewish Kabala, which is the decoded Torah, Moses defeats the forces of
Amalek by holding his hands above his head to make the symbol of the Shin
letter. This is related to one thing in Judaism: the Tefillin which is the black box
that the Jews wear on their head that contains the Shema prayer. They wear it
while praying the Shema prayer.
The secret symbol of the Shin letter in Kabala is the main Shin with the three
prongs which represents the upper world of the Kabala tree; the left side of the
brain, Binah, the right side of the brain, Chokhmah, and the crown and optic
thalamus, Keter. However, there is another Shin with four prongs inverted and
interlocking within this facing downwards towards the three prongs. This forms
the occult Shin which is the "Second Shin" of the mysterious 23 letters in Kabala.
The four prongs stand for YHVH.
In Judaism, the Shema prayer is what the Rabbis state will bring about the
Messiah, the Jewish world kingdom in which the Gentiles (which also means
"Nation" and actually means races of mankind) will be destroyed by the Jewish
race and the world will be turned into a Jewish one only. This is why the Shin
letter in Judaism is the symbol of their "god" destroying the different Gentile
nations in the Torah. Each Jew is supposed to get 2800 Gentiles as slaves. If
one does the math on the 144,000 number, which represents the 12 tribes of
Israel in revelation who follow the Jewish Messiah in destroying the nations of the
world (which literally means Gentiles of the world), 2800 worked out to 144,000
adds to around 403 million which is a number relating to the Georgia
Guidestones that demands the population be kept at under 500 million. This
mysterious monument was put out by one of the Jewish run Masonic
organizations which is a Kabbalistic Society. Note this monument ties into the
Jewish Bible.
The final fact about the Shema prayer, which is the most important statement of
faith in Judaism for destroying the Gentiles to bring about the end of the Gentile
world, is simple. Amalek in Hebrew is the occult word for Satan. The Jews call
the Gentiles "Satan" in their sacred texts. However, Amalek refers especially to
the White race as the actual direct descendants of Satan. The God Enki, whom
the Sumerians also called Satan, was stated to be the creator of the "Ari" whom

He created in His own image. Ari is also related to the name "Aryan." The
Sumerians are known to have been White with blue eyes. However, the Jews do
hold the other races to be related to Satan as well.
The three prongs of the Shema as mentioned relate to the three worlds which
form the brain in Kabala; the seat of consciousness. However, the other four
prongs relate to the "YHVH" as the thought form they have created (which is the
Jewish Bible) that they use the Shema to bring down to the material realm from
the astral realm and connect and channel this through their own consciousness.
The individual Jewish mind is connected to the greater mind or program of this
thought form allowing the individual Jew to become a conduit for this power to
manifest. This is also relating to bringing this down from Keter, the realm of
"god," that of the astral or ether where this energy is generated to Malkuth which
is the physical realm which means "The Kingdom" which is the Kingdom of the
Jews that they want to build on earth. The Tefillin is the symbol of Malkuth.
The three prongs of the Shin relate to Avir the Ether, Shekinah the vibration
created by speaking the Torah, and the Elohim which is the manifestation of this
vibration and the consciousness field it generates in the astral.
The Shema is how this is materialized into the physical realm (the Malkuth)
hence the four prongs as well. YHVH relates to the four elements of creation that
form the symbol of earth, the cube or square. The YHVH is also the symbol of
the Torah. The Shema materializes the entire spell of the Torah. The 23rd letter
of the second Shin: 2+3=5 for the five elements, Sh is fire, E is ether, M is water,
and A is air. That is what this means. It relates to bringing the astral realm the
ather to the physical world with the four elements to fully manifest this spell from
the ether or astral to Malkuth the physical world.
The Shema Reverse Torah Ritual is the major key to defeating the Jewish race
totally and forever. The Shema Reverse Torah Ritual is to be done daily. It is the
major key to saving your own life and the lives of Gentiles from being destroyed.
Everything in the Jewish Bible that this Shema materializes is one large death
curse on all Gentiles. This is why the Greek and Roman rulers ordered the
Jewish Torah burned, and banned it from being recited by the Jews. They were
adepts in the Pagan religions, and they knew what this book of the Jews really is.
Thanks to Satan and the Gods, the power to stop this is now in your own hands.
The Rabbis warned in their own Kabala that Satan would destroy the Jews by
destroying the Torah by REVERSING IT. The Reverse Torah Rituals were given
to us by Satan and the Gods. Satan is also code for Gentiles which means the
Gentiles will destroy them by reversing the Torah.
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Reply from High Priest Hooded Cobra:
13thson. wrote:
What if we got 2800 Jewish slaves a piece and reigned as kings of the
earth? Restored the Ancient mystery cults of all the old gods and UR
became the capital of the earth and the grand seat of EA!
Yeah, jews will happily slave for you. They will give you nice poison to your food,
kill your children, and chant the torah above your bed just to make sure you
suffer permanently.
They are horrible even at slaving.
No jews allowed, nor interaction with them.
We take no prisoners and we take NO slaves.
luis wrote:So by reversing the Shema they literally can't materialize their
spells? And just with the Shema all of their spells will be destroyed or i'm
wrong?
Yes, that too.
The Shema is the ultimate confession of the jewish fate and the jewish mission.
Reversing it subdues both.

Reply from the author of the original post:
The Shema RTR stops the torah spells from materializing the 72 erases the spell
from existence off the astral. The other RTR's target specific regions of jewish
power that need to be addressed.

Reply from High Priest Hooded Cobra:
jbkbmz wrote:
And the Shema Prayer RTR is so short and EASY to do. Get enough
people (10s of thousands worldwide) doing it daily, and that might work for
starters. How many Jews are (estimated) to do the Shema Prayer daily ?
Our psychic energy against theirs.
Jews may do the same but they are weaker than we are. They are just too many.
Or we wouldn't have bottlenecked them in like a few years if they were that
strong.
However, most people are too lazy to act. And primarily, this laziness, has been
destructive for Gentiles.

Reply from the author of the original post:
With the Shema remember even among the Jews only a smaller number actual
do this ritual twice daily. Most don't even care. It’s probably the Hasidic sects
which are still keeping the Jews going occult wise at the top by this point. The
jews fucked themselves over with creating liberal reformist sects they still read
the Talmud but they don't do much of the occult Kabala stuff or rituals. Rabbinical
leaders in America have written long bitching rants about how the secularization
of the Jewish race is the biggest threat to them. They don't follow any of the
rituals and only go to Synagogue on Yom Kippur and such. It’s costing them
major energy. This is why the Baal Shem Tov created the Hasidic movement.
Judaism was falling apart and becoming weak so he created a occult movement
to make sure the Jews would keep the occult rituals and kabala study and
practices. This also has cost the jews. The Oral Torah the Kabala was not
supposed to be written down. But Rabbi Luria had many students and he forbade
them to write any of the Kabala down. However he taught too many at once since
this knowledge was in a small group. It seems he knew it had to be taught to
more to keep it going. His students wrote down a lot of his teachings with the
Lurian Kabala. This movement created Zevy and the messianic movement that
then created the Frankist movement that brought Communism and the control of
the world banks from. The thrones of such leaders are sat upon by Hasidic
jewish leaders and their council rules. These movements started to teach Kabala
openly and much of its information made it into the public. After Zevy the jews
tried to instill strong regulations back into who can learn the Kabala to try and
keep this quiet again, but the information was already well out there. Half of the
world's jew population were part of Zevy's movement.

So you can note it’s the Kabbalistic jews who are the leaders and pushers behind
the jewish race. This is why the jews need Israel to exist. They need a base to
reculturalize their own and keep the ultra orthodox jews expanding their
numbers. That is why they get so many gibs in Israel. The secular jews hate the
ultra orthodox jews. The Rabbis are the leadership of the jews, and many of them
could care less about anything of the occult. They read the Talmud, but that's the
only level they stay at.

The ultra orthodox are a violent annoyance to many of the secular jews in Israel.
They harass people by spitting on them, throwing trash at them and attacking
them in general. They are also allowed out of having to serve in the IDF as well.
They are always trying to turn Israel into a theocracy run by them. Even the ultra
orthodox jews fight each other as well. You have a kind of gang war between
different sects of them within their own sect where they attack each other with
weapons as well. They are just fucking insane and deserve each other in Israel.
The different types of jews hate each other as well. The Europe jews hate the
Arab and Asian jews, and the serphadic jews hate the eastern European jews, it
goes on and on. Jews are the most hateful people on earth.
The only thing all Jews hate more than each other is the Goyim.

I think if the jews ever get their one world kingdom it will be the end of them. Look
at what happened in the Soviet Union when they grabbed the richest Empire on
Earth for themselves. The second the Goyim were out of the way they started
fighting each other for power. The jew Stalin then murdered his way through
millions of jews to get to the top of the jew heap only to then be murdered later
on by other jews. This infighting destroyed the Soviet Union further.

The worst punishment for the jews as a race is to give them what they want.
Their own world all to themselves with none of the Goyim around to mess it up
for them.
The jews of the world should be sent to a nice topical island far away from any
other land and given what they need to build themselves a society there. And
then left there forever to live amongst their own kind. The major moral flaw of the
jew is their resistance to productive labour. Everything they do is a criminal
method to steal the value of other peoples productive labour and merits to the
point they think they are entitled to enslave the Gentiles of the world just to

mooch off them violently. Israel is nothing but a welfare nation that steals off the
American People to exist and uses the Arabs as slave labour.
This would force the jews to do their own labour to build their own society. What
would happen is the jews would start fighting each other to create a master and
slave caste to then force most of their society into a Goyim like slave caste so the
rulers could sit back and violently mooch off them. In the end they would destroy
their own society in a series of uprisings and civil wars.
hailourtruegod wrote:
I've been noticing what you said here but I wasn't too sure if it was legit or
not. Like they were pretending to hate them. But what you say is
completely true. Ultra Orthodox jews do protest in israel of all places to
show that they are discriminated against. Studying the psychology of the
jew can be very interesting. And I mean this like a scientist studying a
parasite and not like something beautiful like wildlife or what have you.
Seeing how their mind works going against their own even though they are a hive
mind inside. It becomes apparent how faulty they were made. The best we can
do to the ones that aren't consciously attacking Gentiles should be put under
HEAVY surveillance in some place like Madagascar like other Gentiles have
suggested that know about the jewish problem. Eventually they should die out
since they NEED a host to survive. Death penalty to the ones who are currently
using occult means to attack us. But then again some nations might want to get
rid of all them COMPLETELY if you know what I mean and you know what? I
couldn't care less if that's the route that's taken. They aren't humans after all.
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